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O que é um robô? 

Será que um robô “entende” o que as pessoas dizem?



O que é um robô? 

Será que um robô “entende” o que as pessoas dizem?

Não da mesma maneira que uma pessoa…

Os robôs funcionam a par;r de “instruções”, isto é, 
conjuntos específicos de ações para as quais foram
programados. 

De modo a executar uma tarefa, um robô precisa de ter um 
conjunto de instruções (um algoritmo) para poder
funcionar.
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LESSON 4: GRAPH PAPER PROGRAMMING

Now it’s time to get a little more practice. Start your class off in the world of programming by 
drawing or projecting the provided key onto the board.

Select a simple drawing, such as this one 
to use as an example.

This is a good way to introduce all of the symbols in the key. To begin, you can show them 
the least confusing way to code an image, which is to return to the left of the image whenev-
er you drop to the next line. Fill in the graph for the class, then ask them to help describe 
what you’ve just done. First, you can put it into words with an algorithm, then you can pro-
gram what you’ve laid out.

A sample algorithm:

 “step forward, fill-in, step forward, next row,
  back, back,
  fill-in, step forward, step forward, fill-in, next row,
  back, back, 
  step forward, fill-in, step forward”

Some of your class may notice that there are some unnecessary steps, but hold them off until 
after the programming stage. Walk the class through programming the image:

The classroom may be buzzing with suggestions by this point. If the class gets the point of 
the exercise, this may be a good place to entertain those.

It is true that there is a bit of redundancy above, but it can be extremely confusing to code 
without it. Sometimes, until a programmer is experienced, it is helpful to code in the most 
understandable way to make sure it works, then remove unneeded steps later.
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“Avançar, Preencher, Mover um quadrado para a frente, Avançar,

Recuar, Recuar

Preencher, Avançar, Avançar, Preencher, Descer, 

Recuar, Recuar

Avançar, Preencher, Avançar”

“Algoritmo” “Programa”



Programação em Papel Quadriculado
Vamos agora programar no papel…


